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Abstract. Although the environment of RoboCup Rescue Simulation League is well used in research initiatives, the number of teams that are willing to benchmark their overall performance in a yearly competition is dropping. Yet, recent disasters have made clear how important continuous development in this field is. Previous initiatives were focused on improving the simulation environment, the documentation and the visualization towards the public, but this time we are trying to build a community. In The Future of Robot Rescue Simulation Workshop all participants will work together to define a roadmap, test the environment, create tutorials how to integrate perception, planning and control modules, build logging and visualization tools, and finalize the rules for the competition. This workshop should have an impact far outside the RoboCup community; it should also be relevant for related initiatives as the DARPA Robotics Challenge and the Japanese Virtual Robot Challenge. This is accomplished by publishing the code as ROS-nodes and by making the robotics community aware of their existence by submitting workshop reports to the IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine and to the Artificial Intelligence Journal. The workshop is already a success, because the number of interested participants surpluses the number of available places, so a selection had to be made.

1 Introduction

The Rescue Simulation League has a long history \cite{37}. The first competition was organized at the RoboCup 2001 in Seattle. Initially the participation was steadily increasing, but the number of teams reached its top in 2006 (Agent Competition) & 2009 (Virtual Robot Competition) \cite{2}. The research behind the competition resulted in a constant stream of publications at the RoboCup Symposium \cite{3, 8, 13, 18, 19, 21–23, 26, 27, 30, 33, 34, 38, 39} and at other venues \cite{1, 4, 5, 10–12, 14, 15, 17, 24, 25, 29, 31, 32, 35}.

In the previous years there have been many initiatives on robot rescue competitions, which often have a simulation component. A nice example is the DARPA Robotics Challenge \cite{28}; the finals in 2015 were between 25 international competitors, but the challenge started in 2013 with nearly 100 teams participating.
in the Virtual Challenge [1]. The RoboCup Rescue Simulation League has now the possibility to redefine its simulation setting to allow an easy transition of control software between rescue robot platforms (both real and virtual). This will further enhance its potential in favoring and stimulating the development of artificial intelligence (AI) solutions for multi-robot systems employed in search and rescue applications.

2 The Solution

The purpose of The Future of Robot Rescue Simulation Workshop\(^4\) (Fig. 1) is to set a new milestone and design an environment and scenario which can be used inside the Virtual Robot Competition (organized as part of the RoboCup Rescue Simulation League), and not only, for the coming 10 years and in which innovative scientific and technological solutions for rescue robots can be developed and validated.

In particular, the goals of the workshop are to redefine the challenge of the Virtual Robot Competition, to make the transition from the current Unreal/ROS based environment [16] (which has been used in the previous years) towards a ROS/Gazebo based environment [36] and to define the roadmap of the scientific challenges in the competition for the coming years.

In summary, the expected outcomes of the workshop include:

- the definition of a setting for the Virtual Robot Competition,
- the assessment of Gazebo as a suitable simulation platform for testing multi-robot systems for search and rescue,
- a roadmap for the real-world validation of the simulations performed in Gazebo and involving multi-robot systems for search and rescue,
- an initial seed of a community of researchers around the rescue applications of multi-robot systems.

Note that, except the first one, all the above outcomes are of great interest for the general robotics community [20]. Since most of the above issues will be part of the future editions of the Virtual Robot Competition and since this competition exists already from 2006 [9], and is integral part of the mission of the RoboCup towards 2050 [37], the sustainability of the project beyond the workshop is guaranteed. Note that the Unreal based simulation environment has been downloaded more than 84,000 times and has been used inside the Virtual Manufacturing Automation Competition [7] and many other robotic research projects [6].

3 Community building

The Future of Robot Rescue Simulation Workshop will be held February 29 - March 4 2016 at the Lorentz Center\(^5\) that is located in Leiden, the oldest

\(^4\) https://staff.fnwi.uva.nl/a.visser/activities/FutureOfRescue/

\(^5\) http://www.lorentzcenter.nl/aim.php
university city of the Netherlands. The Lorentz Center is an international center that coordinates and hosts workshops in the sciences, based on the philosophy that science thrives on interaction between creative researchers. Lorentz Center workshops focus on new collaborations and interactions between scientists from different countries and fields, and with varying seniority. The tentative program of the workshop is available at the webpage and mixes lectures (morning) and hands-on activities (afternoon). In addition, the workshop is accompanied by an extensive social program in the evenings, to enhance the community building. The venue chosen is ideal for this combination of brainstorming and hacking; it has a small lecture room, 7 offices and a common room (see Fig. 2). Due to the venue, the number of participants is limited to 25 persons. This means that the organizers have to be restrictive, and make a selection on the participants according to their diversity and contribution potential, based on a short CV which highlights the participant’s academic/industrial and technical skills. This is the form that had to be filled in by each potential participant:

---

6 https://staff.fnwi.uva.nl/a.visser/activities/FutureOfRescue/
The number of pre-registered participants was larger than the 25 available places, which meant that a selection had to be made. The idea is that the participants represent a synergic mix of junior and senior researchers, both from academia and industry. To promote diversity, participation from all over the world is encouraged both in the selection process and by providing a partial travel support, kindly provided by the Lorentz Center, the Intelligent Robotics Lab, the Intelligent Autonomous Systems fund, the Autonomous Intelligent Robots foundation, the Benelux Association for Artificial Intelligence, the RoboCup Federation, The Construct Sim, and MathWorks. At the end, the selected participants come from the Netherlands, Turkey, Italy, Tunisia, Austria, United Kingdom, Switzerland, Iran, Germany, Portugal, Peru, Malaysia and Japan.
4 Development

Gazebo, the simulation environment native to ROS, has a large community of developers. This will make the progress made by the Open Source Robotics foundation in improving Gazebo directly available to the RoboCup Rescue Simulation League community. In addition, the maintenance of the simulation environment of the Virtual Robot Competition would come in professional hands. ROS consists of many advanced perception and control modules, developed by the research institutes all over the world, allowing to continue development at a much higher level.

![Image of the architecture of the Gazebo/USARSim plugin.](image)

Fig. 3. The architecture of the Gazebo/USARSim plugin.

Thanks to development of a Gazebo plugin, described in the previous year Infrastructure Competition [36], latency USARSim Client software can directly connect to Gazebo (see Fig 3). Yet, now is the time to build modules based on Gazebo native protocol. This not only includes robot control modules, but also the tools for monitoring and visualization of the progress of the competition. Those tools will be developed during the workshop.

5 Application to the Agent Competition

The Agent Competition has a number of comparable problems, such as a declining number of participants [2], difficulties to find enough developers to maintain the simulation environment, and difficulties to get the participants involved outside the competition. The experience with this new initiative could be used to enlarge the community of the Agent Competition, by letting them building together on the simulation server, the tools and/or the development framework.
6 Conclusion

The Future of Robot Rescue Simulation workshop is intended to build a new community. In the workshop all participants will work together to define a roadmap, test the simulation environment, create tutorials how to integrate perception, planning and control modules, build logging and visualization tools and finalize the rules for the competition. This workshop should have an impact far outside the RoboCup community; it should also be relevant for related initiatives as the DARPA Robotics Challenge and the Japanese Virtual Robot Challenge. This is accomplished by publishing the code as ROS-nodes and by making the robotics community aware of their existence by submitting workshop reports to the IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine and to the Artificial Intelligence Journal.
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